Introducing phones for the speed of today’s business. The Galaxy S10e | S10 | S10+.

As work happens in more places than ever, the speed of business continues to increase. To do more than simply keep up, to push the boundaries of your own business success, you need business devices that rethink and reshape the usual. Presenting next-generation mobile productivity, performance and security, in the palm of your hand. Presenting the Galaxy S10e | S10 | S10+.

**DeX**  Work better everywhere.

*It’s time the work phone did more work.* The Galaxy S10e | S10 | S10+ has the power to perform like a desktop PC.

Simply connect the Galaxy S10e | S10 | S10+ to the DeX (Desktop eXperience) adapter and a monitor to view and edit spreadsheets, presentations and documents anytime, anywhere. Use DeX to access your desktop anywhere with enterprise-ready VDI solutions – allowing you to work from all corners of the globe. Working just got better, wherever you are. No laptop. No issue.

**Capture the bigger picture.** The Galaxy S10e | S10 | S10+ has a lens for every shot, helping you take true-to-life pictures even in low-light environments. Capture images just as your eyes see them, whether you’re in the field or a meeting room. And the 16MP ultra-wide angle lens ensures you don’t miss a single detail.

**A bigger space for working.** See more than ever with the Galaxy S10e | S10 | S10+ 5.8”/6.1”/6.4” Infinity display. The flawless Dynamic Super AMOLED display has virtually no bezel at the top or bottom, and no home button or notch. It’s also the most color-accurate display ever on a mobile device, so presentations, photos and color-coded charts on your phone will appear more vivid and detailed than ever.

**Effortless use so you can focus on what matters.** See only what you need, find focus in what you’re doing and use your phone in a way that feels like second nature. Our new One UI works with the way you use your phone. Screens are uncluttered, icons pop and we’ve made it easier to use one-handed.

**Do more with a smarter phone.**

Wireless PowerShare. Give colleagues or clients a boost when they’re low on power, or go on a business trip without half a dozen different chargers. Simply place your earbuds, smartwatch or smartphone – even one that isn’t Samsung – on the back of S10e | S10 | S10+, and transfer your battery’s charge.

The truly intelligent smartphone. Work smarter with the intelligent phone that optimizes its performance for you. The Galaxy S10e | S10 | S10+ uses machine learning to understand your daily usage patterns, loading what you need and turning off settings you don’t, to drive performance throughout the day. It works in the background to optimize settings and applications, predicting what you need for all the ways you work.

Simplified routines, for a maximized work day. Learning from the way you work, Galaxy S10e | S10 | S10+ intelligently provides a list of recommended settings and applications for Routines. Or you can create your own Routine based on time, place, events and state of the phone (like in a call). Galaxy S10e | S10 | S10+ anticipates what you need before you need it, helping you maximize your workday.

**Keep it simple. Keep it safe.**

**Security at your fingertips.** Secure your phone like never before. Simply press your finger and unlock the Galaxy S10 | S10+ with the first touch. It’s quick and easy to use, so you can access files and get to work in an instant. It works in almost any light, from the smallest conference rooms to the great outdoors. The in-display sensor reads every ridge and notch of your finger, to ensure your sensitive data won’t fall into the wrong hands. You’ll rest assured your device and data are safe.

**Defense-grade security for an open world.** Protected from the chip up. The Galaxy S10e | S10 | S10+ is protected by Samsung Knox, our built-in defense-grade security platform that protects the device from the moment it’s powered on.

No matter where you and your team go or what you do, you can be sure your business’ data stays secure.

Open customization meets management control. From device configuration, enrollment and management to advanced mobile security controls and updates, Samsung has the mobility software and enterprise mobility services you need for every stage of the device lifecycle.

**Contact Us:** samsung.com/s10forwork
Galaxy S10e | S10 | S10+

**Specifications**

- **Display**: S10e: 5.8” FHD+ Dynamic AMOLED, 2280 x 1080 Resolution, Flat Screen
- **Processor**: Qualcomm Snapdragon 855 (SM8150), Octa-core 2.8 GHz, 64-bit, 7nm application processor
- **Network**: LTE Cat 20
- **Dimensions / Weight**: S10e: 5.8” x 2.7” x 0.3” / 5.3 oz.
- **Camera**: S10 Rear: 12MP 2PD Wide, 16MP Ultra-Wide (123˚ View)
- **Memory**: S10: 8 GB/128 GB; 8 GB/256 GB; expandable up to an additional 512 GB with microSD card
- **Audio**: MP3, M4A, 3GA, AAC, OGG, OGA, WAV, WMA, AMR, AWB, FLAC, MID, MIDI, XMF, MXMF, IRTTL, RTX, OTA, DSS, DSF, APE
- **Additional Features**: Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac/ax (2.4G/5GHz), Wi-Fi Direct, HE80, MIMO, 1024QAM
- **Battery (Typical)**: S10e: 3,100 mAh
- **Video Recording**: S10e Rear: 12MP Dual Aperture

**Device Layout**

1. 12MP Telephoto Camera
2. 12MP Dual Aperture Camera
3. 16MP Ultra-Wide Camera
4. SIM and MicroSD Card
5. Front-Facing 10MP Camera
6. 8MP Portrait Camera
7. Power Button
8. Power Button with Electrostatic Fingerprint Sensor
9. Dynamic AMOLED Curved Display
10. Dynamic AMOLED Flat Display
11. In-Screen Ultrasonic Fingerprint
12. USB Type-C
13. 3.5mm Earphone Jack
14. Battery
15. Wireless Charging with Wireless Powershare
16. Bixby Button
17. Volume Button
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